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they attempt to cope with the virus and the side-effects of their medication. 
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Larger issues evolve naturally from everyday conversations, while differences in the course 

of the disease stress its capriciousness. Understated, well-composed docu contrasts the 

beauty of the land and the strength of its women with the inexorable advance of the 

pandemic. Healthy fest life followed by smallscreen exposure seems assured.  

In its successful blend of education, treatment advocacy and celebration of Zulu culture, the docu 

mirrors the Zulus’ own methods of spreading the word: Choruses ask in song if the virus has 

arrived and intone the virtues of Stocrin, Stavir 30 and condoms, while traditional healers 

prepare symptom-specific remedies in two-liter bottles. As intertitles explain, AIDS goes by 

many names in Africa, from the exotic “Disease of Loose Fishes” to the prophetic “Finisher of 

the Nation.” 

Both Ntombeleni and Danisile have contracted full-blown AIDS. The delay in treatment in both 

cases derives from multiple causes, chief among them unclear government policies, 

misdiagnoses, insufficient testing and understaffed, far-flung facilities. As one doctor puts it, 

health services are no longer fighting death but striving to make it as distant, easy and dignified 

as possible. 

Though Danisile’s C4 count (a measure of immunity) has sunk even lower than Ntombeleni’s, 

she feels energetic and functions quite normally. Even after starting medication, she experiences 



few negative reactions. An emaciated Ntombeleni, on the other hand, can only judge the 

effectiveness of her pills through her newfound ability to sit up and crawl outside. 

Danisile’s resilience becomes clear as she recounts being left for dead as a child in a fire set by 

warring factions (she still bears extensive scars), and her survival after the murder of a much-

loved husband. Meanwhile, Ntombeleni’s story is told by her oldest daughter Tshengisile, who 

matter-of-factly serves as her ailing mother’s spokesperson. Between aunts, sisters, nieces and 

home health-care professionals, the community seems almost entirely composed of females, the 

only men on view being Ntombeleni’s blind uncle and an interviewed white doctor. 

Helmer Sarah Friedland and lenser/co-producer Esy Casey find extraordinary beauty in the most 

mundane objects, lending tea kettles, headbands or thatched huts the same simple rightness as the 

countryside’s mist-covered hills. Never imposing an artificial picture-postcard aesthetic, the 

camerawork instead comes off as genuinely curious, exploring the similarities between 

Ntombeleni’s careworn hands and the veins of eroded embankments or of corrugated metal 

walls. 

Thing With No Name  
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• Production: Produced by Sarah Friedland, Esy Casey, Phumzile Ndlovu. Directed, 

edited by Sarah Friedland.  

• Crew: Camera (color, DV), Esy Casey; music, Konrad Kaczmark; sound, Friedland, 

Camille Moll, Vusi Maphalala; sound designer, Kaczmark. Reviewed on DVD, New 

York, June 3, 2008. (In Brooklyn Film Festival, Los Angeles Film Festival -- competing.) 

Running time: 84 MIN.  

• With: <b>With:</b> Danisile, Ntombeleni, Ntokozo, Tshengisile, Bernhard Gaede. 

(Zulu, English dialogue)  
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“Everyone feels the need to express themselves and they hope that when they do the world 

accepts them.” Truer words were never spoken by director PJ Raval whose first feature, 

“Trinidad” (co-directed by Jay Hodges), premiered in competition at the Los Angeles Film 

Festival in the past week. In Raval’s case, he was speaking about the subjects of his film, a 

group of transgender women who undergo sex-change operations in a small Colorado town. But, 



he might as well have been talking about himself, Hodges and their competition-mates, a strong 

group of documentary filmmakers with very distinct stories to tell about the world around them. 

The diverse pool of talent drummed up by programmers Rachel Rosen and Doug Jones has 

offered plenty of hope for the future of independent documentaries and, ironically enough, the 

ones that float to the surface favor aptitude with classic filmmaking models over innovation. 

The first, of course, is the aforementioned Raval and Hodges film, profiling the lives of three 

women who have decided to situate themselves in the gender-reassignment capital of the world, 

Trinidad, CO, in the hopes of pursuing some of the best care, both physically and emotionally, 

for their operations and voyage into their new lives. Dynamic and heartfelt in their portraits, 

Raval and Hodges clearly took great care in choosing their subjects and utilize a sweet, yet 

haunting inquisitive tone that doesn’t let itself get bogged down by the issues and manages to let 

the characters paint the bigger picture of homophobia in the world around them.  

Confronting the bigger issues head-on, but doing it with taste and class is director Sarah 

Friedland in her film “Thing with No Name,” an in-depth discussion of the AIDS epidemic in 

South Africa through the lives of two infected Zulu women undergoing drug treatments that are 

new to the region. Setting itself apart from like docs with its non-preachy, incredibly informative 

approach, “Thing with No Name” is a carefully paced piece of work that displays Friedland’s 

skill for storytelling and passion for the importance of the issue. The chilling information about 

the lack of resources unfolds carefully through bursts of hope and failure and the audience is 

taken along for the ride. Despite the fact that this is her first feature, Friedland’s film boasts of 

the intimate restrain of seasoned filmmaker, supporting itself with beautiful cinematography and 

the power of humanity. 

It may never reach the level social or economic importance of some of the other films in the 

festival, but it’s hard to beat the humanity of Jennifer Grausman and Mark Becker‘s 

“Pressure Cooker.” This playful doc follows a group of teenage, innercity Philadelphians vying 

for college scholarships based on a prestigious cooking competition. Headed by a whip cracking, 

fast talking professor with a penchant for bluntness, this incredibly relateable group of students 

learn many life lessons in the kitchen as Grausman and Becker crank out a thrill ride that seems 

like an audience award shoe-in. Despite not being able to break the mold of the standard 

competition doc, “Pressure Cooker” kneeds to itself to that mold well, with its engaging and 

ultimately emotional look at the turning point in the lives of these children through the use vice 

of cooking.  

On the more observant side of documentary filmmaking is Darius Marder‘s “Loot“, the 

surprisingly hilarious story of two WWII veterans who go in search of buried treasure that they 

hid in an attic during the war, along with the aide of the world’s most serious, yet unprofessional 

treasure hunter, Lance Larison. The humor and humanity of the film sneaks up on you when you 

least expect it, as Larison’s deadpan interview delivery has you questioning whether Marder 

scripted it for comical effect. This, however, works in the films favor, as Marder takes the classic 

fly-on-the-wall approach and let’s the audience decide the tone for themselves, building out of 

the reality of the situation.  

https://www.indiewire.com/t/documentary/


A scene from Stefan 

Forbes’ “Boogie Man: The Lee Atwater Story.” Image courtesy of the Los Angeles Film 

Festival. 

But perhaps the most accomplished is Stefan Forbes‘ “Boogie Man: The Lee Atwater Story.” 

As timely as it is comprehensive, this study of the dirty political mastermind behind the Ronald 

Reagan and both Bush campaigns is sure to resonate far and wide with viewers on both sides of 

the political fence. Forbes may not uncover a ton of new ground about the cutthroat tactics used 

by this influential member Republican party in the last three presidentials elections, but he 

certainly manages to consolidate it all into a managable and often hilariously shocking ninty-

minutes of screentime that prides itself on personable interviews and a plethora of fantastic found 

footage. “Boogie Man,” along with the other best selects in the LAFF 08 Documentary 

competition, remind us why these models of filmmaking really and truly work if you know how 

to use them well. Don’t ever let anyone tell you they just don’t make them like they used to.  

 



Spout Blog
LAFF: Sex and Place
By Karina Longworth on June 30, 2008 at 11:00 am

Sarah Friedland and Esy Casey’s Thing With No Name follows two
women in sub-Saharan African villages as they controversially begin
a program of anti-retroviral drugs after having been diagnosed with
full-blown AIDS.  Undeniably beautiful to look at and powerfully
poetic in its depiction of a community of women stricken with
poverty and sick with a virus that they don’t fully understand, the
film ironically and sadly fails at its propagandist mission when
tragedies of timing and fate intervene.

Based on stakes that are literally life-or-death,Thing With No Name
immediately engrosses by dropping us straight into a land that had
just begun to recover from the racial struggles of the 20th century
(”Things improved,” says one of the few men seen on screen. “The
police stopped arresting and beating up black people.”) when
HIV/AIDS started to ravage the community. We’re taken into two
rural Zulu villages, each populated by a few extended families worth
of women. Husbands, brothers and fathers are either at work in
Johannesburg, where they contract the virus and bring it home, or
they’ve already been eliminated by sickness or crime. There’s no
electricity––women sleep on mats on the floor and take their drug
cocktails by candlelight––and only a handful of medical clinics to
serve a wider community of a hundred thousand people.

The crush of people fighting for these limited medical resources are
one reason why neither of the film’s subjects, Ntombeleni and



Danisile, are aware that they’ve contracted the HIV virus until
they’ve become sick enough to be diagnosed with full-blown AIDS;
another factor is the reluctance to directly address the epidemic in
the community. The virus that’s systematically decimating the
population is as likely to be referred to by its clinical name as by a
variety of sadly poetic referents, including “Decimator of the
Nation.” Women educate one another through singing traditional
tribal songs that name drop the names of AIDS drugs (”We saw
Stocrin/ We saw Stavir 50_) like rappers reel off brands of bling.
Not entirely confident that the mysterious cocktails of pills are
working in the longterm when they seem to do little but induce
dementia in the short term, local nurses drum up home remedies to
salve individual maladies to combat specific pains.

The film, which tracks the progress of both women over the course
of several summer months, moves slowly, and that seems fitting.
These patients are essentially playing a waiting game––waiting for
information, waiting for care, waiting to see how the drugs will
affect them, and inevitably waiting to die. As an aid worker puts it
in the film, it’s impractical to look at the current state of the
epidemic as a fight against death; instead, they’re “fighting the
inhumanity of silence.” But the pacing is a major reason why the
tension of this place with no electricity but fledgling access to high-
tech miracle drugs pops off the screen. There’s an inherent sadness
to a portrait of a place where education has to focus on reacting to
infection rather than preventing it, because the sanctity of these
women’s sexual lives––due to a combination of rampant rape and
their husbands’ cultural indifference to sexual fidelity––are
completely out of their own control. With its painterly images fields
on fire and patient portraits of faces in quiet pain, the film itself
harnesses that tension, and joins the fight as a teaching tool played
in the key of fine art.
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